
Year 6 - Summer 2 
What will I remember from my time at Breck? 

English 
Autumn 1 genres:  
Poems on Theme: Animals, Transition Work, Auto-biography, Memories from my time at Breck,  
 

Class Reader: Kensuke’s Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo 
Reading:  
- apply knowledge of phonics, root words, prefixes and suffixes, morphology and etymology to read aloud and understand 

meaning of new words they meet.   
- attention to new vocabulary and meaning/pronunciation  
- distinguish between fact and opinion  
- retrieve, record and present information from non-fiction  
- identify themes and conventions in writing (loss, heroism)  
- make comparisons across texts  
- recognise and understand impact of: metaphor, simile, personification, analogy, imagery, style 
- know first, second and third person 
- ask own questions about text to improve understanding  

 
Writing:  
- Identify in modelled text: Purpose and audience, features of text, register and form, more complex sentence types, and 

complicated new vocabulary  
- Composition: describe settings, characters and atmosphere, use multi-sensory description, mix of description and advancing 

action, use accurate speech effectively  
- Sentence structure:  Write clear simple, compound and complex sentences, use precise high quality vocabulary, use co-

ordinating and subordinating conjunctions, use adverbials/ adverbs at the start, use prepositions for where and when, use 
short sentences for effect, use list of three for longer sentences, use variety of punctuation ( ) ! ? : ; - …  

- Text structure: use paragraphs and link ideas across them  
- Evaluate and edit: proofread for errors (grammar, punctuation and making sense) and make changes to vocabulary, grammar 

and punctuation for further impact  
- Spelling: learn the spelling rules for KS2, use a dictionary / thesaurus to check spelling, distinguish homophones, use 

morphology and etymology 
 
Grammar: 
- Understand and use in writing: Correct comma use, Semi colon use, Colon use to introduce a list, Parenthesis, Main and 

subordinate clauses, Pronoun and proper noun, Use of apostrophes, Expanded noun phrases, relative clauses using (who, 
which, where, when, whose, that (or omitted) and parenthesis. 

- Recognise and understand: Active and passive verbs, Different form of verbs (perfect, simple, progressive), Modal verbs, 
Hyphens and Commas to avoid ambiguity, synonyms and antonyms, determiners (articles, quantifiers, possessive, 
interrogative)  
 

Spoken Language:  
Within whole class:  participate in discussion about text, challenging and building on others views, use a broader, deeper and richer 
vocabulary to discuss their world, wider topics and abstract concepts, articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions, speak 
audibly and fluently with an increasing command of Standard English, be able to perform poetry, readings of writing, plays and 
presentations confidently with tone, intonation and volume  

Maths 
 
Revision and Consolidation in Preparation for KS3 

 
High School Transition Work 



Science 
(Classification) 

 
- describe how living things are 

classified into broad groups 
according to common observable 
characteristics and based on 
similarities and differences, 
including micro- organisms, plants 
and animals  

- give reasons for classifying plants 
and animals based on specific 
characteristics.  

- Look at the classification system 
in more detail. They should be 
introduced to the idea that broad 
groupings, such as micro-
organisms, plants and animals can 
be subdivided.  

- Through direct observations 
where possible, they should 
classify animals into commonly 
found invertebrates (such as 
insects, spiders, snails, worms) 
and vertebrates (fish, amphibians, 
reptiles, birds and mammals).  

- find out about the significance of 
the work of scientists such as Carl 
Linnaeus, a pioneer of 
classification.  

- using classification systems and 
keys to identify some animals and 
plants in the immediate 
environment. 

- research unfamiliar animals and 
plants from a broad range of 
other habitats and decide where 
they belong in the classification 
system.  

 

Computing 
(HTML Coding) 

 
While understanding the basics of 
HTML coding: 
- To be able to decompose 

algorithms and then use 
sequencing, repetition and 
selection to create algorithms 
(refined by continuously 
debugging them) that achieve a 
specific goal in a range of 
programs and simulations, 
including creating those that use 
the concept of variables.  

AND  
- To use logical reasoning to 

decompose a problem and 
independently decide on course 
of action   

- To independently create 
algorithms (using debugging, 
sequencing, repetition, selection, 
and variables) independently for 
a specific purpose.   

- To independently create and 
algorithms, using knowledge of 
inputs and outputs. Plan and 
write programs to solve tasks to 
control external devices such as 
sensors and motors.  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RE 
(Hinduism) 

 
- analyse Hindu beliefs about 

samsara, karma and moksha and 
how these are linked 

- explain how belief in 
reincarnation might affect the 
way in which a Hindu view the 
‘journey of life’ 

- explain how belief in 
reincarnation and the law of 
karma might affect the way a 
Hindu lives 

- describe and explain the four 
ashramas (stages of life) in the life 
of a Hindu 

- explain how a person might 
change as they move from one 
ashrama to the next 

- consider the importance of the 
samskaras (rites of passage) in 
preparing a Hindu for the 
commitments of each ashrama 

- discuss the special milestones 
that we might celebrate during a 
person’s lifetime 

- discuss how our rights, 
responsibilities and relationships 
with others might change as we 
go through life 

- ask and respond thoughtfully to 
questions about their own 
journey of life  

- consider how events and 
influences so far have made them 
the person they are today and 
what has been important learning 
to prepare them for the future 

 

PSHE 
(Rights and Responsibilities) 

 
- define the terms, fact, opinion, 

biased, unbiased, & explain 
difference between them 

- describe the language and 
techniques that make up a biased 
report 

- analyse a report also extract the 
facts from it 

- know the legal age (and reason 
behind these) for having a social 
media account 

- understand why people don’t tell 
the truth and often post only the 
good bits about themselves 
online 

- recognise that people’s lives are 
much more balanced in real life, 
with positive and negatives 

- explain the benefits of saving 
money 

- describe the different ways 
money cant be saved, outlining 
the pros and cons of each method 

- describe the costs that go into 
producing an item, suggest sale 
prices for a variety of items, 
taking into account a range of 
factors 

- explain what is meant by the 
term interest 

- recognise and explain that 
different jobs have different 
levels of pay and the factors that 
influence this 

- explain the different types of tax 
(income tax and VAT) which help 
fund public services 

- evaluate different public services 
- why and how rules and laws that 

protect them and others are 
made and enforced. 

PE 
(Athletics) 

Children will focus on developing their 
technical understanding of athletic 
activity. They learn how to set targets 
and improve their performance in a 
range of running, jumping and 
throwing activities. 
In running events, they will run further 
in both sprints and distance runs. In 
throwing events, they may throw 
heavier, larger implements (although 
modified equipment will still be used 
with most of the children). In jumping 
events, they will explore how their 
run-up affects jumping for height and 
length.  

! Continue to develop athletic 
specific skills and perform them 
with consistency, accuracy, 
confidence, control and speed. 

- Throwing – push, pull, sling and 
heave 

- jumping and landing in different 
ways 

- Running for short and long 
distances 

- Passing a baton in a relay  

 



 Art 
(Self-Portraiture) 

 
- Work from a variety of sources 

including observation.  
- Experiment with wet media to 

make different marks, lines, 
patterns, textures and shapes.  

- Explore colour mixing and 
blending techniques with 
coloured pencils.  

- Use different techniques for 
different purposes i.e. shading, 
hatching within their own work.  

- Start to develop their own style 
using tonal contrast and mixed 
media.  

- Develop a painting from a 
drawing.  

- Carry out preliminary studies, 
trying out different media and 
materials and mixing appropriate 
colours.  

- Mix and match colours to create 
atmosphere and light effects.   

- Be able to identify and work with 
complementary and contrasting 
colours.  

- Annotate work in a journal.  
- Compare ideas, methods and 

approaches in their own and 
others’ work and say what they 
think and feel about them.  

- Adapt their work according to 
their views and describe how they 
might develop it further.  

DT 
(Structure Electrical) 

 
- follow and refine original plans 
- justify planning in a convincing 

way 
- show that culture and society is 

considered in plans and designs 
- know which tool to use for a 

specific practical task 
- know how to use any tool 

correctly and safely 
- know what each tool is used for 
- explain why a specific tool is best 

for a specific action 
- know how to test and evaluate 

designed products 
- explain how products should be 

stored and give reasons 
- evaluate product against clear 

criteria 
- use electrical systems correctly 

and accurately to enhance a given 
product 

- use knowledge to improve a 
made product by strengthening, 
stiffening or reinforcing  

 

  

 


